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Disclaimer
Except when specifically permitted and/or requested by the
verified person, we are only allowed to display the personal
data included in the Vetted Project Information database in
our Data Processing Notice. 

No information provided in this document by the project
and/or team members was validated or confirmed as part of
the vetting process, unless otherwise mentioned.

Nothing contained in this document constitutes a legal or
financial advice, an offer, solicitation, recommendation,
endorsement, guarantee or warranty provided by us or any
third-party service provider.



The Cognitive Ark is an interactive comic NFT attempting to
change the NFT art landscape with its straightforward
gamification. Each NFT is unique and acts like puzzle pieces
needed to participate in the gamification and reward system.

Summary
Project Description

Team Members
CEO
        Efacsen#0420
       @3facsen

Creative Director
        now|here.man#8046

Artist
        PUTRIPADALARANG#7014

All supplied identity and residency documents were verified
and determined to be valid.

https://twitter.com/3facsen


  

Project Name The Cognitive Ark  

Project Website https://www.cognitiveark.io  

Project Discord https://discord.gg/zWvHxgtQj3  

Project Twitter https://twitter.com/cognitiveArk  

Mint Wallet  

Treasury Wallet 2ZYmxPmHU3tbRJVFSatkRLRQaVeKMu1GLb6MqCNUcrcH  

Company  

  

Legal Accountability Tier 2  

Certificate Rank Silver  

Vetting Process Report

Project Verifications

1

2

Learn more about Legal Accountability System here.

Learn more about our Audit Certificate requirements here.

1

2

https://www.cognitiveark.io/
https://discord.gg/zWvHxgtQj3
https://twitter.com/cognitiveArk
https://medium.com/@Nestor_Alpha/legal-accountability-system-explained-8096fb4ff1bc
https://medium.com/@Nestor_Alpha/dox-certificate-explained-be2955886e9


      Project's Response
The project seeks to put into practice the concept of using an
NFT in addition to the currently employed utilities as a
medium for presenting a story. The goal is to create a comic
book NFT that allows the end user (the NFT holder) to
participate in the development process. A good gamification
system will be the main focus because most of the systems
that are currently on the market have issues with liquidity. The
project is currently concentrating on strengthening their team
and developing the gamification demo so they can begin using
it for promotional purposes.

      Observation 1
On the project's website, a rather thorough roadmap is
available.

      Nestor Alpha Comment
The project proactively provided us with more thorough
documentation related to the gamification system, from
which we can determine that their concept is solid.

Observations
Project
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      Project's Response
For the time being, Efacsen#0420 will handle the
development. Due to the lead developer's involvement in other
projects and lack of motivation, his departure was mutually
agreed upon. The project's community manager, on the other
hand, left for personal reasons. After the first mint, the project
will be searching for a new developer to assist with the
execution of the roadmap's later stages.

      Observation 2
On the project's Discord, it was recently stated that the lead
developer and community manager had left the team.

      Nestor Alpha Comment
The project's strategy for team expansion makes sense in
light of the project's current status, its timeline, and its
roadmap goals. When it comes to the Multichain
Investment Program (Q3 2022), Single Story Mode (Q3
2022), and CO-OP Story Mode (Q4 2022) objectives of the
roadmap, they will require new, more experienced team
members

 It was suggested to the team that they update the website
to reflect their loss of team members, which they did by
the process's conclusion..
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      Project's Response
Plan is to mint in Q3 2022. Revenue from the A.N.I.M.A.
collection, which will be used similarly to the Gen0 collection
in terms of utility, will go toward development and marketing.
The second collection (Gen0) aims to raise approximately ten
times as much money as the first collection did.

      Nestor Alpha Comment
We were given precise figures on the desired amounts
raised during the process in order to assess the project's
plan.

On the project's website (https://docs.cognitiveark.io/), you
can view a more detailed allocation for the second
collection (Gen0) and the project's tokenomics ($ARK).
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      Observation 3
Information is publicly available for both of the currently
planned mints; A.N.I.M.A (supply: 100, price: TBA, date: Q3
2022) and Gen0 (supply: 3050, price: TBA, date: Q3 2022).

      Project's Response
Since the marketing team has been identified as one of the
project's existing shortcomings, the project is trying to
strengthen it with the funds that are currently available.

      Observation 4
At this time, community size and engagement are both rather
low.

https://docs.cognitiveark.io/


The team will soon participate in a real-world event (a comic
book and anime convention) where they will aim to attract
more members for their project.
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      Nestor Alpha Comment
We acknowledge that the project's relocation from Terra to
Solana may have resulted in a loss of community members.

      Observation 5
There is no legal entity associated with the project.

      Project's Response
The project intends to create a legal entity following their
mint.



      Project's Response
Efacsen#0420 previously managed two businesses, has
experience as a frontend developer and has an internship at an
IT solutions provider where Efacsen#0420 acquired
understanding of backend programming.

      Observation 1
According to information that is publicly accessible,
Efacsen#0420 is the project's CEO and founder and has
experience in both entrepreneurship and business IT.

Team
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       Efacsen#0420
       @3facsen

CEO

      Project's Response
Efacsen#0420 entered the NFT market late last year and is not
particularly engaged in NFT trading, but has been active in the
DeFi market since 2019.

      Observation 2
The personal wallet provided has relatively low activity.

https://twitter.com/iandensan
https://twitter.com/iandensan
https://twitter.com/iandensan
https://twitter.com/3facsen
https://twitter.com/iandensan


      Project's Response
now|here.man#8046 got into NFTs in January 2022 when they
started the project together with Efacsen#0420.
now|here.man#8046 has an academic background in
audiovisual media. now|here.man#8046’s role in the project is
to develop the ideas behind the project’s visual direction,
story, and how it ties into the utility and gamification of the
project. In addition now|here.man#8046 helps with managing
scheduling, the website’s visuals and actively collaborates with
the project’s artist PUTRIPADALARANG#7014.

      Observation 1
now|here.man#8046 is publicly known as the co-founder and
the creative director of the project.

      Nestor Alpha Comment
Throughout the process, now|here.man#8046's prior proof
of work has been confirmed in relation to the role in the
project.
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       now|here.man#8046

Creative Director



      Project's Response
PUTRIPADALARANG#7014 joined the team at the start of the
year and is responsible for producing the artwork for the
project's NFT assets as well as other promotional material.
PUTRIPADALARANG#7014 also works as a freelancer on side
projects.

      Observation 1
PUTRIPADALARANG#7014 is publicly known as the co-founder
and the artist of the project.
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       PUTRIPADALARANG#7014

Artist

      Project's Response
PUTRIPADALARANG#7014 is a newcomer to the NFT field, and
this is their first NFT project. The wallet was made specifically
for this vetting process as a first wallet, and it was noted that
PUTRIPADALARANG#7014 had some prior experience trading
cryptocurrencies through a centralized exchange.

      Observation 2
The personal wallet provided has no activity.

      Nestor Alpha Comment
Throughout the process, PUTRIPADALARANG#7014's prior
proof of work has been confirmed in relation to the role in
the project.



Conclusion
Risks Identified

The project will need to acquire more team members soon in order
to execute their roadmap and improve the sellout potential before
the mint due to recent team member departures and the migration
to a new blockchain. The team is aware of this and has a realistic
plan as well as people with substantial experience in the fields
relevant to the current roles they hold. [MEDIUM RISK]

Since mint revenue from the second collection (Gen0) will be used
to cover the project's operating expenses, the utility of the first
collection (A.N.I.M.A.) is largely dependent on it. [LOW RISK]

1.

2.

Transparency and Cooperation
The Vetting Service Order Form included most of the optional
information, all of which was in accordance with our
guidelines. Project was open and showed extensive
cooperation and transparency during the process, providing all
the information needed.

Certificate
Considering that the project meets the criteria for Tier 2 of our
Legal Accountability risk assessment, the highest rank that
may be attained is a Silver Certificate. Based on the amount
and severity of other risks identified during the vetting process
(1x Medium, 1x Low), Nestor Alpha decides to award the
project with a Silver Certificate.


